Blaus
Blaus introduces us in the abstract realm
of three dimensional geometry in time.
It can be a cube or a blossoming flower, a
grid or a jellyfish; a mutant entity of reflecting lights which submerge the audience into a symbolical universe, driven by
hidden forces of the architecture.
Blaus is an immersive space where light
and sound relate intimately to impact on
the visitor.
Movement of light, sound and laser
beams generates a kinetic atmosphere
that transforms the architecture into the
main character of a geometric play.

Details
Blaus is a site-specific installation. The
whole visual and sound creation is proposed by the architecture of the site where
it’s held.
Blaus adapts itself and mutates on every
location as a simple result of it’s perceptual origins: space, light and sound.
Through the use of self-made technologies, both hardware and software, Blaus
re-draws the space by creating dynamical light figures which emerge from the
architectural characteristics.
The mix of motorized laser beams, and
mirrors on key points of the room allows
for multiple dynamic combinations of
three dimensional forms.
Also, the formal dramatism introduced
by RGB light design, helps to reinforce the
concepts behind each mutation.

At the same time, architecture itself is
used as a musical source, since the study
of the room acoustics and it’s resonance
frequency allows for using the space as a
giant musical instrument.
Anchoring on this resonance frequency
and its harmonics, a sound composition
is generated that matches and reinforces the architecture in the same way that
laser does, allowing the space to speak.
Light and sound are always related in
time, frequency and perceptive domains,
as several self-made software algorithms
link light, sound and movement in an
intricate manner.
A poetical will, summed to the convergent research of musical and visual relationships of geometry, make it possible to
breathe life into the architecture.

Engineering
Our will for learning and sharing the process led us to build most of the software
and hardware elements ourselves, by
means of algorithm design, digital fabrication techniques and craft handwork.

Since then the ofxTimeline and Duration
projects have continued growing and revealing itself as a powerful framework
for “scoring” complex digital media
compositions.

On the hardware side, the use of Open
Source technologies like Arduino,
allowed us to create a flexible electronic
system easily adressable by OpenSoundControl data.

On the sound design side, all music and
sound effects are made through the use of
audio programming environments such
as PureData and Reaktor. Custom digital
instruments are made in order to exactly
match the resonant frequency of the space
and its harmonics.

In order to control independently, compose, and play a full score for the laser
diodes, servomotors, lights and music,
Duration Open Source software by James
George was used.
We collaborated in the development of
James George’s ofxTimeline, beta-testing
and adding new functionalities, since the
first stages of the laser and sound instrument on January 2012.

Tech rider
Led by the artists

Led by the organization

·12 motorized 2w blue laser beams
·Multiple optical mirrors
·Ethernet wiring
·Control Software
·Sound Card
·DMX interface
·Ethernet gigabyte switch matrix

·Indoors architectural space*
·Control Computer (MacOS system)
·Electrical supplies and wiring
·Stereo or quadraphonic speaker system
·1 or 2 powerful subwoofers
·Audio wiring
·DMX controllable fog Machine
·4 to 16 RGB DMX ParLeds
·DMX wiring
·A carpenter and a mirror supplier
·Plastic film for covering devices

*Creative residence for a week in the space
for the installation is required.
As a site-specific installation, we need to
analyse and creatively reinterpret the space
during some time, in order to think, build
and test the visual and aural geometry
of Blaus and its temporal unfolding in a
narrative score.

Team
Blaus is brought by a team of 3 people
coming from the field of audiovisual creativity, hardware engineering and software
development.
The project is born by the collaboration
between Playmodes and MID, two interactive design and creative technology studios placed on Catalonia’s countryside.
Both studios have a long experience on
digital creativity and audiovisual art, and
the collaboration between them gives birth to a team formed by Eloi Maduell, Alex
Posada and Santi Vilanova

Playmodes is an audiovisual research studio. We work with self-made digital technologies, both software and hardware, to
create immersive interactive installations,
projection mapping projects, theatre scenography, still & motion graphics, audiovisual instruments, music and sound design.
We love to experiment with all kind of new
formats and supports, working with Open
Source tools and collaborating with people
from around the globe to create innovative
projects, both in the cultural or commercial spectrum.

MID is an interaction design and technology studio developing installations in
the boundaries of engineering, interactive
design and new media.
MID’s research interests include the use of
light and sound as medium to modify and
transform human perception.
Their work is renowned by the generation
of project-purposed software and hardware, which shows a strong commitment to
the viewer’s experience and always prioritises the creation of content.

We’re passionate about art, music, maths,
physics, code, cymatics and nature, and
we try to share all these passions by giving
lectures and workshops in universities,
schools or institutions.

MID’s work has been exhibited at Phaeno Science Center in Wolfsburg, Ars Electronica 2011 in Linz, Kinetica Art Fair in
London, Kernel Festival in Italy, Mapping
Festival in Genève and Art Rock Festival
in France among others.

http://www.playmodes.com

http://www.mediainteractivedesign.com

Team

Eloi Maduell is a computer science engineer specialising in live audiovisuals.
Founding member of the Telenoika Cultural Association, which has spent the past ten years working on refreshing the country’s independent audiovisual scene,
with activities in the field of audiovisual arts and new
communication technologies.
From 2006 to 2011 he has held the post of Technical
Director of the VAD Festival, for which he handles the
technical organisation, bringing a young and experimental approach to its programming.
At the moment he focus his work into developing and
coding interactive experiments in Openframeworks.

Alex Posada works in interaction design as a researcher
and lecturer on several MA and postgraduate courses
and has lead many workshops focused on art and interaction technologies in different countries.
After finishing his studies in engineering, he moved to
Barcelona to work in cultural and multimedia art projects. He carried out his first works with local artists
and musicians, for whom he developed technological
tools for art works and performances.
Since 2006 he has been the director and co-ordinator at
Hangar’s Interaction Lab -a key multimedia art production centre in Barcelona.
He is also the founder of the studio Media Interactive
Design (MID).

Santi Vilanova, educated as both graphic designer
and musician, develops art projects based on software
programming, interactive design and sound research,
taking a special interest in the intersection between the
languages of music and image.
Member of the the Telenoika Audiovisual Open Creative Community, Vilanova has brought his creativity to
audiovisual mapping projects, the application of interactive technologies in theatre, the creative recycling of
technological waste, robotics and experimental music.
Vilanova currently works as a lecturer at various Catalan universities, teaching subjects related to interactive
design and audiovisual research.

Further information

Contact

Video abstract
https://vimeo.com/61408198

Santi Vilanova
santi@telenoika.net
+034 645 158 665

Full performance:
https://vimeo.com/60564296
Tech details:
https://vimeo.com/52642504
http://mediainteractivedesign.com/blaus/
http://playmodes.com/web/?p=16

